
The AVC’s Bullets 
By Chris Turletes, CFM, CEFP 

AVC for Facilities & Campus Services 
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Safety is Everybody’s Business 

Greetings and Happy Holidays! 

 

I wish you and your families a Very Happy, Healthy and Enjoyable Holiday Season and wish you a Happy 

Healthy New Year.  As we move towards the holidays it is important to keep in mind that our extensive use 

of holiday lights, decorations, extension cords and appliances during the holiday season make this a 

dangerous time of the year for electrical fires.  Check your equipment before you put it into service, don’t 

overload circuits, be vigilant of the possibility of a fire, make sure you have defenses in place such as 

working smoke detectors and fire extinguisher, and finally have a rehearsed escape plan.   

 

It’s been a mild winter, but technically it isn’t even winter yet so we have a ways to go!  No snow cover 

presents challenges of its own; the frost grows deep.  With the temps hovering around freezing and the rain/

snow mix makes for icy conditions.  Wear your spikies, clean your headlights and taillights, and keep deploying the sand.   

 

The Engineering & Industry Building opened in time for the Fall semester 2015, with 

the Grand Opening was on September 10th.  The Governor, Legislators, Regents, and 

the Community participated in the celebration.  I am proud of the Facilities team that 

got this building completed, commissioned, and put to use.  It is a tremendous 

betterment for this campus, the College of Engineering, and for the State of Alaska! 

 

The partially renewed WFSC was opened for the use during the fall semester.  It now 

has additional recreation space and equipment, new ice and rink components, new ice 

making equipment, some new mechanical and electrical equipment, and new Hockey 

team space.  It is a big improvement!  We are still dialing in some of the systems but it 

is in better shape than it has been in a lot of years.  There are a lot of areas in the 

building we didn’t touch and still need close attention.   

 

Thanks for your work so far and thanks in advance for the work you will do in 

our new and renewed buildings.   

 

As you know we are in rough fiscal waters.  Due to low oil prices the State budget 

will be significantly reduced from recent years. The university’s budget will feel this 

as well.  UAA Facilities has felt the impact of that and no doubt we will continue to feel the pressure.   We continue to take steps to minimize 

this and next Fiscal Year’s funding woes.  Reductions to spending, not filling vacancies, reducing scope on contracts, energy conservation, 

increasing our shop rates, and more are necessary.  It is probable that we will need to impact our staff either thru reduced hours/pay or 

possibly even layoffs.  Our goal is to maintain our staff so that we can continue to properly keep our campus safe, and the environment 

conducive to learning, teaching, and working.     

 

Winter projects include: finalizing Engineering renewal and the Parking Garage; refreshing the look of the bookstore; space work in SSB and 

lab reconfiguration in Natural Science Building; lighting replacement in RH 101; hydration station installation in multiple locations; electrical 

feeder testing, fire system testing, Cuddy kitchen drain replacement, just to name a few.   

 

I want to thank you for all the hard work that went into keeping the campus humming and blinking this fall and winter.  

 

This year we planted about 5,400 trees and seedlings around the Anchorage campus.   We will continue planting seedlings over the next 

several years to meet our No Net Tree Loss due to construction pledge.  

This year we also planted trees associated with the engineering industry 

building, a few around the portables and some ornamental/ fruit trees as 

part of our diversity commitment as a Tree Campus USA.       

 

As we get deeper into winter and the holiday break remember to be safe; 

think about what you are going to be doing, about what could go wrong 

and have a mitigation plan. Let someone know where you are going and 

when you are expected back.  Also be careful on those around the house 

holiday activities.  Please know YOU are our most valuable resource, we 

need you fully functional and on the job.  

 

I can’t say it often enough, you, the Facilities and Campus Services Staff 

do great things for UAA, day, night and on weekends to keep the campus 

environment safe and comfortable for our students, faculty and staff.  

THANKS for all you do for UAA.  
 

Happy HOOOWLIDAYS!!!! 
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Chris Turletes,  
AVC for FCS 

This year’s Nighttime Safety Walk team 

Mario and Nile improving access to the fan boxes  
in Central Garage 



Sustainability Reorganization: 
 

Last year Administrative Services re-organized the Sustainability office. 

Recycling was moved to General Support Services and works in collaboration 

with the UAA Property Surplus operation. The Sustainability function was 

recently moved into Facilities & Campus Services. The alignment with 

Facilities will enable a greater focus on campus operational applications as well 

as student initiatives. Recycling remains with GSS.  

 

The sustainability duties have been given to Ryan Buchholdt — Business 

Manager for Facilities. After shifting some duties he will take on this new 

role and serve as the Sustainability & Business Manager. His sustainability 

focus will be on energy conservation and collaboration with student groups. 

Ryan will retain his existing Facilities outreach role, which will expand to 

cover sustainability topics.  

 

Among the next steps are: 

 Conducting a Plug Load Survey of campus during the Winter Break 

 Restarting the Sustainability Action Board 

 Launching an energy awareness campaign in January 

 

One of the responsibilities of the sustainability effort is to work with the 

student Green Fee Board. The Green Fee is a $3/student fee that was voted on 

by the student body in 2011. The purpose of the fee is to promote 

sustainability efforts throughout the campus community by funding initiatives 

defined by environmental stewardship, economic pragmatism, and social 

responsibility. The Board and project proposal process were both recently 

overhauled and should make for a smoother functioning organization.  

 

Speaking of energy, over the past few years UAA has seen a decrease in energy consumed per square foot! 

This can largely attributed to the recent renovations, new facilities, and overall operating practices of our 

maintenance staff. The next step is to educate building occupants about how their behavior impacts the 

building systems and the amount of energy that is consumed.  
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Ryan Buchholdt, 
Sustainability & Business 

Manager 



Facilities Planning & Construction – 786-4900 

FP&C Staff has been maintaining our usual pace in spite of the extremely limited 

Capital funding we received in FY16. No, we are not robbing banks, or printing money! 

We are just fortunate that the Capital funding we have received in previous years does 

not expire at the end of each year. The majority of the FP&C projects that are being 

funded with Capital money appropriated in previous years; however, we won’t be able 

to keep this up indefinitely. It may be awhile before we see any Capital funding for new 

facilities, but I think we have a pretty strong case for supporting the need for additional 

funding to take care of the Capital assets that we already have. Many of our projects, 

like the WFSC renovation and the Cuddy drain replacement 

projects, fall into this category. Other examples include the 

welding Lab renovation at GHH, ADT roof replacement, 

elevator renovation and replacement projects, storm drain 

repair projects, etc. 

 

In addition to the ongoing work at our main campus we have 

had projects underway at our Community Campuses 

including: the Welding Lab at the Kodiak Campus, ADA 

Restroom modifications at PWSCC, an Art Lab at Kenai, 

removal of a storage tank and associated civil work at 

Homer, and a partial roof replacement at the Mat-Su Campus. 

At the same time, Lonnie, our Facilities Planner, has also 

been developing a Circulation Plan for improving pedestrian, 

bike, and vehicle circulation on the Anchorage campus.  

 

Speaking of pedestrian circulation issues, we have received 

many positive comments, and no negative feedback, after  effectively eliminating the UAA Drive crosswalk 

between the Natural Science Building and the Engineering Building as a pathway between East and West Campus. 

This action is to accommodate the Engineering Building renovation, but it is likely the door into Engineering from 

the crosswalk will remain emergency exit only once complete. In addition, we hope to construct a pedestrian 

underpass across UAA Drive to connect the trail crossing at Alumni Drive with the trail passing to the north of the 

Engineering Building. This would be part of the Engineering Parking Garage project. This will provide a safe path 

to cross UAA Drive and eliminate the need for a crosswalk. We are currently working with the Municipality to 

confirm the feasibility of constructing the underpass.   

 

I’ll close this update with a note of 

thanks for all of the support, 

thoughts, and prayers that I have 

received during my wife Beverly’s 

unsuccessful battle with cancer. 

Although it has been a very 

difficult time for me, it has made 

me appreciate what a wonderful 

supportive family work 

environment we have at UAA. I 

join Chris in wishing each of you 

a very happy, healthy, and 

enjoyable Holiday Season.  

 
Thanks for all you do! 

Facilities Planning &  

Construction News 
By John Faunce, P.E., Director  
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John Faunce, Director  
of Facilities Planning & 

Construction 
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Bridge connecting the new parking garage to Engineering 

Adding a new sidewalk along ANSEP 



Feels like another season of mixed up winter weather this year.  
 

Facilities Maintenance has been busy with the new buildings, new systems and events. We enjoyed a potluck on 

November 25 and look forward to the Holiday party and the holiday break. We will have coverage through the 
winter break with a staff member doing building checks and standby coverage in the evenings.  

 

We have several new employees on staff. Curtis DeRoest and Mick Bradford joined us as CT2 Plumbers, and Eric 
Bovee is our new CT1 Plumber’s Assistant. Curtis and Mick are experienced licensed plumbers and Eric (formerly 

with UAA Housing) will be assisting them. Zane Miller is our new member of the Horticulture team. He previously 

worked landscaping for the Municipality. CT3 HVAC Technician Greg Summerlin has been assigned to the AAC 
as the Maintenance Lead.  

 

The Municipality of Anchorage elevator inspections are nearly complete and we are in the process of correcting the deficiencies that were identified. 
UAA currently has 51 elevators operating. They range  from 30+ years old to brand new, and included the largest elevator in the state (located at 

AAC). We work closely with MOA and our Maintenance contractor to keep them in 

compliance.  
 

The fire detection systems were inspected and all deficiencies have been corrected. The 

fire suppression systems were inspected and all deficiencies but one were corrected. The 
old section of the LIB will have the pipes flushed out over the winter break, which will 

wrap up the corrections. The Fire System Inspection cycle will begin again in May. 

 
On December 29th we will conduct an inspection and testing of the UAA High Voltage 

East primary Switch Gear A (located on Providence Drive across from the Hospital bus 

stop). This primary (and related equipment) is owned and maintained by UAA and serves 
ten facilities.  Switch Gear A provides circuit breaker and monitoring relay protection for 

the primary connection to the ML&P grid. This maintenance procedure is done bi-
annually by Electrical Service contractors.  

 

November seems to be the month for power outages. Facilities Maintenance covered 2 
power outages, both due to utility company equipment failures.  

 

The first one occurred at MAC Housing on Monday November 16 around 3:45AM. The 
transformer that powers MAC 1 shorted out. Due to a discrepancy in the monitoring 

controls we were not notified until 7:00 am. Our Electricians responded and determined 

the problem was with the utility equipment and a portable generator needed until the repairs could be made. Once the generator was online we were 
able to restore all the affected panels in MAC Housing. The transformer was replaced and utility power restored by 10:30 am.  

 

The second outage occurred the following day at BOC3 when a utility company switch exploded on Bragraw Street around 7:00 am. The facility has 
no emergency power and relies on battery lighting. UAA Electricians and Plumbers responded. Due to the uncertainty of the duration of the power 

outage, it was decided that our emergency generator would be needed to power the sump pumps in the basement. Power was restored before the 

portable generator arrived on site. We are following up with both situations to correct deficiencies that were discovered.  
 

Millennium access control is in the process of being upgraded to a web-based version, which has many advantages over the version we are currently 

using. Expect full implementation of the upgrade during the next 2 months.  
 

WFSC ice rink received a new compressor system with the recent remodel. The new system is housed 

in a modified conex box outside the east side of the WFSC. Refrigeration Technicians Glenn Thomas 

and Tim Lee have worked hard to smooth out the operation of the new plant. The ice looks good and is 

in daily use. Fine tuning of the system is scheduled to reach optimum performance. 

Bill Hartman and Steffany Willhauck have received their Alaska Pesticide Certification, Category #4 

Turf and Ornamental.  

Edwin Delatorre, our Custodial Superintendent, move out of state to be closer to family. Pete Garcia is 

filling in as interim Superintendent and a search is underway to permanently fill the position.  

Snow Accumulation so far has been: 

 December: 1.2 inches 

 20.9 inches to date for the season 

 Normal for this period: 23 inches 

 

Work Management Office – 786-6980 
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Facilities Maintenance & 

Operations News 
By Tom Sternberg, CFM, Director  

Tom Sternberg, Director of 
Facilities Maintenance & 

Operations 

Maintenance and ML&P respond to Housing 
Power Outage 

The New WFSC Ice Plant 
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Environmental Health & Safety – 786-1300 

We are happy to announce the hiring of two new employees! 

 

Marcy Marino joins us as the new Chemical Hygiene Officer  — replacing Maury, who 

retired this past summer. Marcy has been an employee of UAA for several years, working in 

the College of Arts & Sciences as the Chemical Storeroom Manager.  In that capacity she 

worked very closely and collaboratively with Maury.  Marcy is highly educated and 

experienced in chemistry and university settings. She will be keeping UAA on the path of 

Conditionally Exempt (or Very) Small Quantity Generator status with the EPA.  This keeps 

the campus safer, greener, and greatly reduces the adverse effects of regulations and bureaucracy. 

 

We also have a new Safety Officer, Kelly Carothers.  Kelly comes to us as a former 

Safety Officer for the Alaska Native Medical Center.  She has an 18+ year history as a 

business owner, Vocational Educator in the construction industry, and as a Safety 

Specialist for the world’s largest poultry company, Corporate Foster Farms.  Kelly is well 

versed in safety, but specialized in Hazmat, OSHA, EPA, and DOT compliance. Kelly’s 

education includes Medical Science Certification, Administration of Justice, and 

Certified Safety Specialist and Hazmat Specialist. 

 

The holiday seasons are upon us and folks often like to decorate around their office 

spaces.  Here are some reminders: 

 Live trees, wreaths and garland are highly flammable and pose a high risk of fire and 

are not permitted on campus.  Artificial decorations are safer, but should not be 

placed too close to a heat source. 

 Outdoor grade lights are not to be used indoors.  If lights are used, non-filament 

lights (LEDs) are strongly recommended.  They are cooler (temperature-wise) and 

use less electricity. All lights must be UL approved. 

 The use (or misuse, as the case may be) of extension cords is always an issue at 

UAA.  They must not be plugged into a power-strip, or vice versa.  Do not place 

cords under carpets or rugs, through partitions, across walking paths, or above 

ceiling panels. 

 Do not attach decorations to fire sprinklers, pulls or extinguishers.  Also, do not 

block ready view and use of such. 

 Artificial snow spray is prohibited; it can activate fire alarms and be a respiratory 

irritant. 

 No open flames allowed. 

 

Although not just a seasonal issue, aside from official postings (automatic doors, no 

smoking, no firearms, etc.), postings (in this case, decorations) are not permitted on 

windowed doors. 

 

With all of the national news lately regarding physical violence on campuses, including 

stabbings and shootings, the subject matter has become of high interest to students and 

employees.  Ron Swartz, our Emergency Manager, has been providing a series of Active 

Shooter Response training courses around campus.  If your department is interested in 

receiving this training, please contact Ron directly at rcswartz@uaa.alaska.edu or 6-1149. In addition, UPD has several 

related links on their website at https://www.uaa.alaska.edu/upd/ep.cfm.  

 

EHSRMS would like to wish all of you a healthy, happy and loving holiday season. Please be safe so you can return to 

work rested and re-energized. 
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Environmental Health & 

Safety & RM News 
By Doug Markussen, P.E., Director  

Kelly Carothers,  
Safety Officer 

Marcy Marino,  
Chemical Hygiene Officer 

Doug Markussen,  
Director  

of EHSRMS/EM 



Safety is Everybody’s Business 

 
. 

Upcoming Events  
 

December 13 – Fall Commencement 

December 15 – Building Managers Meeting 

December 16 – Admin. Services Leadership  

 Summit 

December 18 – Admin Services Holiday Party 

Dec 24-Jan 3 – Winter Break 

January 5 – Facilities Leadership Retreat 

January 11 – Spring Semester Stars 

January 18 – Martin Luther King, Jr. Holiday 

March 14-18 – Spring Break 

March 18 – Staff Holiday 

April 23 – Heart Run 

May 1 – Spring Commencement 

May 12 – Development Day 

Hails 
 

Zane Miller — FMO Horticulture 

Curtis DeRoest — FMO Plumber 

William “Mick” Bradford, III — FMO Plumber 

Marcy Marino — EHS Chemical Hygiene Officer 

Kelly Carothers — EHS Safety Officer 

Eric Bovee — FMO Plumber’s Assistant 

 

Fairwells 
 

Charles Stark — FMO Plumber’s Assistant 

Edwin Delatorre — FMO Custodial Superindentent 
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The Horticulture Team helps plant a Larch  
in memory of Beverly Faunce 


